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!!NOW OPEN!!
Whether teens
prefer to "slam
dance" to the outrageous punk
music at Medusa's or to "Jack
their body" to the
House Music at
LaMirage, these
and other clubs
offer teens a taste
of adult night life.
Yet, the city
now requires
these clubs to
close at 2 a.m . .
because of complaints from
neighbors, and
.so, some clubs
may be closing
down.
Reporters
Angela English
and Les Callihan
surveyed teens
who attend clubs
all over the city to
find out why the
clubs appeal to
them. The majority of teens find
these clubs safer
than "house" parties. Find out why
on Page 5.
Also Inside
Can a person who Is terrible In math become an
accountant? Can a person with a quick temper
become a bus driver?
For answers read the
special Career Section,
Pages 9-11 .
High school leaders
finally meet with Supt.
Byrd to discuss city-wide
student government!
Where will their efforts
lead? Are student leaders actually contributing
towards better schools.?
Find out on Page 7.

c;Aroufld Clticago
By Les Callihan, Desiree Washington, Mike Benedetto,
Cassandra Chew and Aaron Carson
AND THE WINNER IS .... "Th e 29th Annual Grammy
Awards'' will air February 24 at 7 pm on Channel 2.
Among th e nominees are Steve Winwood, who leads the
field with five nominations, including ones for Record and
Album of the Year,and Peter Gabriel , who is nominated for
three awards. Whitney Houston, who was awarded five
"American Music Awards ," is the only artist nominated for"Record of the Year. "

MR. M ENDEZ GOES TO WASHINGTON ... Adolfo Mendez
(Kelvyn Park) will interview top national officials in
Washington next month as one of a select group of journalism scholarship winners across the country. Mendez,
who is the Assistant Managing Editor of New Expression,
was awarded this scholarship by the Chicago Trlbune... and congratulatic:1s to Lorraine Alston (Unity) who is
the recipient of an $150 Junior Achievement scholarship.

BOWLING OVER THE COMPETITION ... Four out of the
eight g irls to qual ify for the state bowl ing championsh ip
are from CVS. CVS is also sending two teams to compete
1n the doubles compet iti on down state.

FROM THE GYM MAT TO THE BASKETBALL COURT...
Joe Daughrity of Crane, who quit tumbling for basketball
in 7th grade, has led his team to a high state ranking.
Other state contending teams include Simeon, Collins,
King, Robeson and Providence-St. Mel. Marshall continues to be the state's strongest team in girls' basketball.
HE'S BACK .... Telly Savales, " Kojak ," wil l return to primetime television as a New York City Police Inspector in
" Kojak: The Price of Justice," It w ill air Feb. 21 at 8 p.m.
on Channel 2.

RUSH INTO THE RAPIDS ... Rush into the rap ids at the
Muesum of Science and Industry, 57th and Lake Shore
Drive. The new movie at the Henry Crown Omni Max
Theatre, "The Grand Canyon: the Hidden Secrets, "
shouldn't be missed. It's a gut-wrenching threedimensional ride through the Colorado River Rapids. The
3-D effect will make you rush for a life jacket. Call 6841414 for ticket information .

IJPSET JOCKS ... Some Chicago prep athletes were upset
by a recent Chicago Tribune article that gave the impression that the Kenwood swim team is the only Chicago
team that's working out both in the morning and after
school. This article failed to mention that a number of
Ch icago Public high school teams are accepting the hassles of working out twice-a-day in order to produce winning teams.
NO 98-LB WEAKLING ...Julian wrestler, Vernon Harvey,
has decided to stay on the gym mat to be one of the Chicago area's best wrestlers in the 98-lb weight class.

WANTED: MINORITY SWIMMERS ... Amphibious minority students who want to use their aquatic skills to make
good money as lifeguards next summer are being urged
to call 294-2333 on weekdays between 9a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Bil inguals and blacks are currently much in demand as
applicants. The Park District is offering special swimtra ining to help minority applicants become el igible.
THE INTERNATIONAL SCENE ... A series of free films at
the Cultura l Center, Mar. 3-10, focuses on the cultural life
of youths in European countr ies. Each of the f1l ms looks
at the life of youth in a different country. Cal l 263-0850 for
more mformat1on ... lf you are from age 15- 17 and you
wou ld like to spend a high sc hool year or five weeks of
your summer in another count ry call the American Intercultura l Students Exchange at 1-800-S- 1-B-L-1 -N-G.
JUST ONE MORE T IME. . Ex- bahaus member, Peter
Murphy w hose engagement at the Cabaret Metro. Nov. 30
was cancelled for unknow n reasons, w1ll try one more
t1m e at the Metro on Feb. 22 Doors open at 7 30; t1ckets
are $15 Naked RayGun w1ll also perform at the Metro on
Mar 7 (tickets are $8) . .Chameleons U.K w1ll appear on
Mar 10 w1th the M1ghty Lemon Drops (tickets are $14 in
advance) .Bon Jov1 w1ll appear w1th Cin derella at the UIC
Pavillion Mar 4 and 5 at $13.50
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ington said.
Washington does contend
that he believes in recommedations that include youth op inion. " I believe in bringing students into the whole panorama
of government. The idea is certainly not to keep out the input

ot young peop le. That wouldn't
make sense because that would
defeat its purpose. The question is, how to best do it, in light
of teen's t ime and their responsibilities to school. We don 't
have all the answers, I must
confess."

Chicago teens who would like
to attend the session where a
teen panel will review these recommendations should call Fish
Brown's office at 774-0886 for
information about the ti me and
place.
Adolfo Mendez

New pressure for study halls
Adolfo Mendez interviews Mayor Washington
his new committee on youth issues.

month Mayor Washing' will accept a major report
uth issues in Chicago proby an all-adult commit. Although New Expression
1ld not secure an advanced
of the report, some of the
1th Development CoordinatCommittee's (YDDC) recomndations were revealed to us
Fish Brown, Asst. to the
.yor.
1Ccording to Brown the comtte will recommend an inase in the minimum wage to
or $4.50 from the present
peaking for the committee
teenage pregnancy, Brown
that the group didn't have
alms about the establishof school-based clinics.
Jt whenever you say health
1ics, it gives the impression
t you want to include the
of contraceptives,"
said. "The committee bees that school-based clinics
not the answer to teen preglcy. They believe a broader
,roach is needed, including
ual education."
of these recommenions to improve youth serwill cost more money for
if they're implemented, "
•Wn said. "But what the comtee is asking for is a re-loca1 of existing funds to carry
improved youth services."
he Committee's report will
tress six youth issues: edu-

-

VISA

cation , families in poverty, youth
employment, troubled youth,
runaways and homeless youth
and teen pregnancy.
Brown admitted that the committee has delayed appointing a
panel of teens to review the
recommendations, but he assured New Expression that
teens will review the report this
month.
However, even if a teen panel
is allowed to make their comments on the YDCC's report,
nothing in the report will be
changed , according to
Mercedes Mallette, YDCr. Committe Coordinator. "The . ·dult)
committtee has been WL king
for seven months. I can 't go
back to the committee and say
the teens didn't like them (the
committee 's recommendations) ," she said. "There will be
no revisions made on the report."
Instead, she said, the comments from teenagers will be
included as an addition to the
committee's report. She said
this will enable the Mayor- to see
how teens have responded to
the recommendations.
In a New Expression interview, Mayor Washington said
that when he appointed the alladult committee he did not include teens "because the requirements for the meetings
were rather stringent."
"It might cut into a youth's
classroom time," Mayor Wash-

Suddenly, this semester, public high schools have begun to
enforce the 300-minute- perday requirement of the State by
scheduling students for at least
nine periods.
Students from Whitney
Young, Julian, Corliss, DuSable.
CVS, Bowen, Hubbard, Collins
and Westinghouse all report that
study halls have been added to
their programs this semester to
keep them in school for nine
periods.
Jack Mitchell, Field Supt. for
High Schools, says that students can add extra classes in
place of study halls, provided
that there is space in the classes
that they want to add. Students
who want to be dismissed early
in order to work can still request
a labor permit, he said.
The sudden enforcement of
nine periods seems to be the
result of a well-publicized report on "phantom study halls"
in eight high schools by the
Chicago Panel on Public
Schools last month. An administrator at Julian, who doesn't
wish to be named, believes that
the nine-period crack-down is
happening because "the newspapers began to expose the situation of non-existent first and
last period study halls. "
In a Chicago Sun-Times art icle (Dec. 3). Judith Steinhagen,
principal of DuSable, admitted
that students at DuSable are
assigned to non-existent study
hall rooms for their last period
of the day. " I would like to be
able to give students an extra
period of class, but because I
don't have the personnel, I'm
not able to," she said . A spokesman for James Ahern, principal
of Bowen, claims that it would
cost too much to give every
student the full three hundred

minutes.
G. Alfred Hess Jr. , Excutive
Director of the Chicago Panel
on Public Schools, claims that
" Chicago publ ic schools are
shortchanging students out of
instructional school time."
But the Panel's report doesn 't
describe the quality of the study
hall programs that do exist.
" Having first period study
halls is stupid. Because if all
you're going to do is talk and
walk around, what's the point of
coming? Especially if you did

JACKETS

your school work at home," said
Andre Haynes, a sen ior at
Fenger.
"I 'd rather study at home in
comfort. I need to start out the
day with a class to get going.
Last period stud ies are animal
houses; the teacher is hardly
ever there, and there is too much
noise to do any studying," said
Mario Johnson , a junior at
Robeson .
{continued on Page 13)
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'We thought it wouldn't happen'
an abortion so that the fami ly wouldn't
be d isgraced again since Lisa's sister
had had a baby earlier as an unwed teen.
Her parents' other alternative was put"If 1 could choose this part of my life all ting the baby up for adoption.
"But my mother and I disagreed with
over again, maybe my girlfriend and I
this.
We are both religious and felt there
would still have sex. but we would be
more consc1ous about using birth con- was another way out other than abortion . And as for adoption, there are too
trol.
many crazy, cruel people m this world
" I remember that Lisa had just called
for my mind to be at ease that someone
to tell me that the test was posit1ve, that
she was pregnant, and I thought to else would raise my baby.
"So, I begged my mother to please let
myself, 'I'm too young for this.' (I was
17-years-old at the time.) I thought us keep the baby I sa1d Lisa and her
fam ily wouldn't have to take any responabout denymg 1t, but I knew that denying
it was even more ~rrespons1ble than hav- sibility whatsoever. By that time, L1sa's
fam ily, real iz ing how serious I was , deing sex The baby didn 't ask to be put
mto this world. After all, I did help make cided that 11 would be best to keep the
child.
h1m.
"Now little Ashley is born, and I'm as
" I loved Lisa a lot, but now I knew we
would really have a lot of ups and downs proud as I can be! My mother says I
to go through . We've been going to- should be more ashamed than anything,
gether almost three and a half years now, but I'm not. I know I'm young and that
this is unexpected, but I am happy.
since we were freshmen .
"Don't get me wrong now. It is tough.
"While we were freshmen we started
having sex. We were in love and we Very tough . I wouldn't say I've missed
planned to get married after I began out on my high school life or anything
like that. I played on my school's football
attending college. That was before she
got pregnant. And though we have a team and work after school like I always
baby now, our plans haven't changed, did before Ashley was born. But I don't
only now the marriage will probably be go out much to parties because I can't
afford it and because Lisa and I have to
later than we had hoped.
"Yeah, we used birth control some- watch the baby. But so far this hasn't
times. But we didn't want to be bothered affected our relationship too much.
"We are still as close as ever, and, yes,
with it too much. Even though Lisa's
mother suspected we were having sex, still sexually active but now Lisa is on the
she made it known that she did not want pill.
"Something I will have to live with is
her on 'the pill' because Lisa was on
some other medication that she thought the fact that if Lisa and I do not stay
would not mix.
together as we planned, I will always feel
"So, we used other stuff like a con- obligated to her because of our child.
dom, spermicidal foam and the sponge.
" I do help take care of the baby finanBut we didn't worry about it too much cially. About 80 percent of all my pay
because we thought it wouldn't happen. checks go on Ashley. And my mother
"When we finally told our parents that gives a lot, too. I'd say the burden is
Lisa was pregnant, they took opposing evenly shared between Lisa's family and
sides. Lisa's family wanted her to have mine.

A profile of a teen father
by Lorna Bates

" Is there anything I regret? Yes, nght
now not usmg birth control as I should,
not having more money for myself. Feeling guilty if I thmk of other girls. But
most of all, not waiting later than my
freshmen year to be sexually active. The
only real reason I started so early was
that my friends pressured me into it.
" If someone asked my advice about
being a sexually active teen , I'd tell them
to wait! You have all of your adult life.
Try to live your childhood without the

II

By lorna Bates

All of the answers that appear In this
column are based on Information gathered from professionals-gynecologists,
psychologists and specialists In sexual
counseling. Send your questions to
"Straight Talk," New Expression, 207 S.
Wabash, Chicago, IL 60604. Please Indicate a first name so we can give readers
a sense of whether the question comes
from a man or a woman.
I hang out with some girls who are
sexually active. Lately they trade pills
when they run out or forget them at
home. Is there any danger to that?
Yes , there is. The same as any other
perscription drug, "the pill" is prescribed
for an individual, in this case, according
to the tolerance and sensitivity of each
woman's body. For instance, if Susan
takes a pill from Sally who needs double
the normal amount of estrogen in her pill
in order for it to be effective, and Susan
needs only one-fourth that amount of
estrogen in her body, Susan could experience reactions such as nausea, fevers
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Computer training's one thing.
A few months of school, a year, and you've got a
job as a data entry clerk At National College, we look
at computers a little differently.
Not as a means to an end.
Graduates of our Computer Information Systems
and Management program walk out with a highly
marketable, four-year B.A. degree.
One that combines mastery of computers with a
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added respons1bllil1es of an adult.
"And for those that are already sexually active, I'd say, don't fool around, be
responsible.
"I have male friends w1th bab1es. so
seeing how childish they act has given
me something to not want to be like. The
majority of them have denied that they
are fathers. Those that finally accept 11
offer no support to the mother, and that's
wrong. Guys just have to quit doing that.
It's not fair to the mother or to the baby.

18 . Michigan Ave .. Chicago, IL 60603
621-9650

-

Yes, she can, but she can avoid that
risk. (For those not familiar with the
correct way the pill should be taken,
refer to the queston above.)
For example, if Lisa forgets Monday's
pill and doesn't remember until Tuesday,
she can take Tuesday's pill plus Monday's. In addition to that, Lisa should
use a second method of birth control for
one month such as spermicidal foam .
If Traci misses Monday's and Tuesday's pills and doesn't remember until
Wednesday, she should take Monday's
pill as soon as she remembers plus Wednesday's pill in the regular time and
Tuesday's pill four hours later. And
again, Traci should use a second method
of birth control for a month.
If a woman misses more than two pills,
she should be sure to see the doctor
immediately! Remember, if the pill is not
taken correctly, it has no effect!
If a man withdraws his penis before
ejaculation of semen can a woman become pregnant?
Yes. Even if he doesn't ejaculate
semen in the vagina, it is possible and
very likely that the penis will ejaculate
initial semen before becoming hard.
This explains why some women get
pregnant while having sexual contact
but not intercourse. As long as the semen
is in near contact with the vagina the
sperm can reach the uterus and cause
pregnancy.
Teens must be extra CAREFUL since
the sperm of male adolescents is
stronger and more aggressive than the
sperm of older males.
Also be aware that as easily as sperm
travels to the uterus, so can the AIDS
virus travel through the semen. Although AIDS is thought of as a•disease
that strikes homosexuals, more and more
heterosexuals are acquiring the virus.
The best advice doctors give to sexually
active people in order to prevent the
virus from spreading is for males to wear
condoms.
Aside from preventing the spread of
the virus, condoms also help curb venereal diseases.
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or chills by taking Sally's pills.
And "the pill," if not taken properly,
has no effect. To be most effective the
pill must be used daily as prescribed
either for 21-days or for 28-days. The
only difference between the 21-day and
the 28-day method is that at the end of
the 21-day method the woman takes two
pills for four days so that the menstruation cycle can take place. The same
thing happens on the 28-day-pill method
except that the woman takes sugar pills
during the seven-day menstrual cycle so
that she doesn 't lose track and forget to
begin the new month 's pills.
If a woman forgets a contraceptive pill
for one day, and she engages In sex that
day, can she get pregnant?

(~
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Searching for Answers?
Maybe you're pregnant. Or your girlfriend's pregnant. You might be a mother
or father already. Maybe you're feeling
pressured to have sex. If you're a teen
ager searching for answers, Parents
Too Soon can help.

"There is the peer pressure at house
One adult institution, The Chicago
parties (to take drugs) and there are Tribune, agrees with Ryan . " Keeping
usually no parents," said Kendra Qua- drug dealers and sex off the prenises
rles, a senior at Hyde Park. In an NE may call for tight supervision. What 1t
survey conducted over the summer on doesn't call for is more ordinances," sa1d
drug jokes at parties, a 17-year-old-girl
the Tribune on Dec. 20. "It would be
described the drugs at house parties as grand if the city fathers found a way to
"so available that it's like a buffet. You keep teenagers quiet, studious, dutiful
pick what you want. "
and off the streets at night, but they
Security guards at La Mirage often should keep looking; a crusade against
check the rest rooms to make sure teens the perils of fruit-juice dens is not the
aren't smoking anything other than cig- answer."
arettes or drinking anything besides
juice. " You 're frisked when you come in.
If you 're caught with any drugs, you're
taken down to the police station, " said
Johnny W illiams, a junior at Dunbar. Williams also said that if he and his friends
weren't at a Juice Bar, they'd probably
hang out and might get into trouble.
Dave Shelton, owner of Medusa's, also
Jenals, 3616 N. Lincoln (549-3335) ,
claims they have tight security.
$5 and up, 8pm. to 2 am. Style: house
The problem of Juice Bars is directed
and high energy.
at two wards out of the 50 wards in ChiRainbo, 4836 N. Clark (943-2347) , $5cago. One long-time observer of the
$10, 8pm. to 2am. Style: Latin mixes
City Council told NE that the ordinance
and house.
was proposed by Hansen because of a
PowerHouse,3727 N. Broadway, $299
personal conflict between Alderman
annual membership or $8 for nonHansen and Dave Shelton, owner of
members, 6am to 1Opm. Style: top 40
Medusa's. Now the upset in two wards is
radio (station Z95) .
affecting teens throughout the city.
LaMirage, 2347 S. Michigan (326If the Juice Bars close down because
0096) , $6, Fri./ Sat. 10pm to 2am.
~~~~~-_::~~~~:_-=::::::=-~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~ of these new laws, the earlier parties at
Style: house.
these clubs for younger teens from 6:30
By Roberta English with Angela English and Les Callihan
Madusa's, 3257 N. Sheffield (935to 10:30 p.m. will close down with them.
3635), $7, Thur., 10pm to 4am.; Fri.,
Where should teens be allowed to
New Expression's survey discloses
compromise closing time of 2 a.m. and
11 pm to 6am .; Sat., 6:30pm to
play?
10:30pm. Style: hard rock/new wave.
gave the Juice Bars the right to petition that 72 percent of teens like the nonThat question seems ridiculous, but
Sequel, 418 S. Wabash (431-8167),
the neighborhood for an extension to 4 alcoholic clubs . "I go (to a Juice Bar)
because I don't have to get smashed to
because the city and the state continue
$4, open 6 days (excl. Sunday) 11 am
a.m.
to pass laws to restrict youth recreation
to 10pm. Style: new wave/ house.
"The law is detrimental to most Juice have fun, " said Tom Ryan , a senior at
centers, the answer in Chicago may
Bars since they really don't get started Hubbard.
some day be, "No where!"
until about eleven o'clock," said Teresa
The most recent victim of city laws is
Cropper, an attorney for La Mirage.
the Juice Bars. These non-alcoholic
Cropper also said the Alderman were
night clubs do not make their major prof- acting from a stereotypical view of how
its off liquor the way regular night clubs
teens behave.
and taverns do. The Juice Bars count on
"Too bad," said Alderman Puchinski
1nv11es you and your fam1ly to our
admission charges of $5 to $9 instead.
of the 20th Ward . "There should be a
And since older teens don 't start partylimit on Juice Bars as well as liquor bars.
ing until eleven o'clock or later, these
Just because they don 't serve liquor
patrons of the Juice Bars are unwilling
doesn't mean they should be treated any
Sunday, March 1, 1987 1:00-4 p.m.
to pay admissions charges if they are differently They cause other problems
1 30 Welcome Address
forced to leave at midnight... or even at 2 (other than drunkeness). They're noisy.
Galvin Hall , Learn1ng Resource Center
a.m .
We had one 1n my neighborhood before,
On Jan. 14, the City Council passed an
and we had to close it down."
• Learn about
ordinance requiring Juice Bars to close
Puchinsk i feels that Juice Bars are
Financ1al A1d and Scholarships
Student Life
at 2 a.m. The original ordinance pro- good recreation for teens, but their exisAcademic Programs
posed by Aldermen Bernard Hansen tence shouldn 't be at the expense of
(44th Ward) and Eugene Shutter (47th others. " If they were in remote areas, it
• Tour the C ampus
Ward) proposed a midnight closing bewould be different, but they're in the
Residence Halls
cause neighbors complained about the heart of the community," he said .
AcademiC Departments
noise teens made before and after atAccording to a New Expression surLearn1ng Resource Center
tending Juice Bars. Neighbors com- vey of 110 students from five schools,
• Meet faculty, staff and students
plain that teens " go back and forth to only 30 percent of Juice Bar patrons
6363 North Sheridan Road
their cars, drink .. smoke and have sex- have observed people coming into the
Chicago, Illinois 60660
... from midnight to 7 in the morning." clubs under the influence of drugs or
(Tribune, Oct. 19.)
alcohol. A quarter of those surveyed still
For more information, c all the Admiss1on Office at (312] 989-5406
Although Hansen and Shu Iter wanted
find a higher drug risk at house parties
the bars closed at midnight, Alderman
than in the more controlled environment
Clifford Kelley rallied the Council to a of a Juice Bar.

New Expression's
Guide to
the Clubs

MUNDELEIN COLLEGE
OPEN HOUSE

BOB DOOLEY STUDIO

WEddiNGS • INdividuAl fAMily PoRTRAiTS • CRoup PoRTRAiTS • GRAdUATioNs ANd SENiORS • Sckools

CkuRck BullETiNs ANd DiRECTORiEs • Club AffAiRs

TilE Now GENERATioN PltoTOGRApltER
PRESENTS THE ULTIMATE GRADUATION SPECIAL
1 - 11

ONLY

X 14

2-

8x10

4 ·
4 ·

5
3

X
X

1. 10 different poses

sgg_ss

7
5

2. Free fur drape
3. Free cap and gown
4. Chance to be chosen Portra1t of the Month.
whereby you win $50.00
5. Chance to be chosen Portrait of the Year.
whereby you win $500.00
6. Chance to wm free limousine serv1ce to your

Two Specials

$169.00

Z4- wallets

FOUR PAYMENT PlAN
SrrrtNG

$25.00

PROOF
$25.00

ORDER

$25.00

FINISHED
ORDER
$24.95

•
Prom
7. Free 11 x 14 with advance payment
8. Free 8 x 10 with package for tak1ng your
Portrait between Monday and Fnday

Have your Portraits taken by a real
Professional Photographer in a real
professional studio. Come to Bob Dooley

Studio.

if:~! ~~ alt<Jaf!d ~

••••

HtMe~~~

Stu~te ~ ~ ~ ~ a4<Ud

'CJ.

z;~ s~

at ~J. 'D~ S~!

...

• ••

1. Bob Dooley first Introduced the triple
exposure as we see it today.
2. Bob Dooley was the first photographer
to put Prom and Graduation Portraits 1n
the wine glass.
3. Bob Dooley mtroduced the w1cker cha1r
to school photography.

Double Exposure
Triple Exposure
Quad Exposure

S 9.00 extra
12.00 extra
25 00 extra

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT

BOB DOOLEY S11JDIO
21 09 West 79th Street

Chicago. lllmois 6062C

224·2400
HOURS: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m

Choose four poses to make up your package.
Extra poses $3.00 each. Retouching $7.00 per
set. Name on Complete Package - '15.00

- Sunday by Appointment
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Ellen Novar
"Tuition futures"

Will your children m 2004 have the
same problem of paymg for college tha1
teens today have to face? Maybe not, i1
the lll1n01S General Assembly passes a
plan already in progress 1n Mich1gan,
which allows for middle-income adults
to invest in the1r child's college education at today's tu ition rates.
The average tu ition for an Illinois state
un1versity student in 2004 will be over
$10,000 a year according to predictions,
and this price doesn 't indicate room and
board , personal and travel expenses.
The new plan, called Tuition Futures.
allows for parents to pay for their child's
future education over a period of five
years.
So, for example, if you decided to pay
off your son's four-year tuition expenses
when he is two-years-old, you would
pay the state the existing tuition rate. If
the rate were $3,000 when he is twoyears-old, then you would pay $12,000
{for four-year tuition) over a period of
five years or $2.400 per year. When your
son is 18-year-old the tuition could be
$10,000 a year {or $40.000 for fouryears) ; but his tuition would be paid up.

Crit1cs believe this IS nsky because the
program assumes that the child wishes
to attend college and w 1ll be accepted by
a state institution. But the promoters of
the plan wou ld allow Illinois parents to
w ithdraw from the program and receive
a refund plus interest. If this plan is
passed by the legislature, it will go mto
effect for those entering college in 1992.

Opportunity for poets

1987 Talent Search

The Ch icago Park District is sponsoring its "8th Annual Talent Search"
throughout the month of February. The
"Talent Search" will be conducted in
three phases, the first consisting of local
competition at one or more of the 60
parks in the city. One winner will be
chosen at each location.
Phase two takes place in April, when
all local winners participate in the finals.
Prizes will be awarded including music
scholarships, free video and recording
time and gifts from paticipating local
merchants.
For audition information. contact the
Park District's Music Section at 2942330 weekdays between 9-4 p.m.

pie to " get off the1r butts and start
domg somethmg for the1r c1ty mstead of
JUSt complammg "
Jane Byrne·s campa1gn headquarters
could not prov1de New Expression w ith
a teen interv1ew. but a spokesperson for
her campa1gn said that teens are Involved.
There's still an opportunity to support
your candidates for the general elect1on
for Mayor in April . The number for
Washmgton 's campaign office is (7011987); Byrne's {FEB-1987); Hynes' {0448877) ; Vradolyak's {750-1987) and Haider's {642-8787) .

Teens pursure politics

On Feb. 24, the teens that campaigned
for a candidate in the mayoral primary
election will be experiencing their first
glory in victory or agony in defeat.
These teens have worked hard doing
tasks such as voter registration , phone
calls and leafleting.
Cyil Felton. 18, of Benjamin E. Mays
high school , has been working actively
for the re-election of Harold Washington
to office. " Recently, I've been calling
people to register and asking people to
fill out volunteer sheets and getting my
friends to help campaign." Felton believes that it's important for young peo-

The Triton College School of Arts &
Sciences is sponsoring its sixth annual
Salute to the Arts Competition. Students can submit three poems with a
60-line limit, on the themes of "Expectations, Survival and Opposition." Each
poem should be a separate typed entry
with the name of the poet. an address
and the poet's country of origin. Students should also retain a copy of the
poem.
Winning poems will be published In
Ariel V. Winners wi ll also be honored
with a certificate at a luncheon on Apr.
15.
The deadline for submission is Mar.
27. For more information call 45Q-0300,
extention 278.

c
L
A
LOCATIONS
DOWNTOWN
162 N. STATE

s
s

ACROSS FROM THE uCIDCAGO THEATER"
PHONE: 641-1831

y

0

SOUTHEAST
2115 E.87th STREET
ACROSS FROM C.V.S. Ill
PHONE: 221-6893

NORTH
3455 N. WESTERN
ACROSS FROM LANE TECH
PHONE: 525-4238

u

NORTHEAST
1143 W. SHERIDAN RD.
NEXT TO uROOT PHOTOGRAPHERS"
PHONE: 508-9797

R
I
N

The Class Ring Store

R
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Photo by Robin LaSota

Marlene Wilso• 'Joar North Magnet), Rod
Wimberly (Ker• ·od Academy), Marvin Lynn
(Senn) and AIt 1ivera (Clemente) discuss the
SUPR constit~· · n with Supt Manford Byrd.
R ~>

rick Wimberly

When I frr.:: learned that Dr. Manford
Byrd had a Jed to meet with me and
three other c• •dent prepresentatives on
Jan. 30, I
. quite frankly, shocked
beyond belr
My first reaction was "At
last! It's rea about time!"
I had beeP ' aiting for four months for
this meeting " ver since Sept. 22) when
the Legisl at
Committee of the Board
of Educatic to ld us to present our
SUPR mo d~
crty-wide student participation to D ·• rd~ (The model was prepared by 31
:lent representatives from
25 high sch
; last summer.)
I was re
charged up about the

meeting after being worn down with the
bureaucratic runaround the Board of
Education seemed to be giving us. No
answers to our letters. No response to
our phone calls. There were so many
times over the four months that I felt that
ws would never get to talk to Dr. Byrd
over the phone, much less in person .
But now I couldn 't wait to show off the
model. The four of us who offered to
represent the group to Dr. Byrd spent at
least 15 hours, over a span of three days,
preparing for the meeting.
But even though I spent all that time
conditioning myself for the meeting, I
still got an attack of nervousness as we

Student serving students

s experiment
as eer
co ege counselors
Te

It was tt Columbus Day holiday. While members of Students
United for articlpatlon and Repr~sentatlon (SUPR) were waiting
to hear fro,., Supt. Manford Byrd about their proposed plan for
city-wide .,. Lldent "representation," they decided to do something
about the ' oarticlpatlon" side of their agenda.
The tClpl was college counseling. All the student representatives agre d that their high schools had too few counselors. The
steps for getting Into college seem to be getting more and more
complicated. Why not train a student corps as peer counselors In
each school to help carry out some of the work of the college
counselors?
So SUPR offered to organize some pilot peer counseling programs In six high schools. Student leaders in each of these
schools secured the permission of a counselor to be able to help
out with college counseling after being trained. Admissions officials from four Chicago colleges and universities agreed to cooperate In providing the training - National College of Education,
Northeastern University, Triton College and the University of Illinois at Chicago.
Each student leader recruited juniors or seniors to join the
counseling corps and to attend training sessions on Saturday
mornings. The first sessions In January were focused on college
financial aid counseling. February sessions are dealing with ACT
and SAT testing, how colleges use test scores and how students
can prepare for the tests.
The Interviews with members of the new College Counseling
Corps describe how the program works.

Interested?
Sophomores or juniors who would be Interested In starting or
working on a peer college counseling corp In their schools should
write or call and leave a message for Rebecca Reuter, College Corps,
Youth Communication, 207 S. Wabash Chicago, IL 60604. Phone:
663-0543.

entered the Board of Education bu ilding
and seated ourselves in the conference
room .
I had questions whirling in my brain ,
such as , " What if I mess up my present ation?" "Will he really listen to what we
say?" or "Is he going to act on our proposal?" Suddenly, that all came to an end
when Dr. Byrd cooly stepped into the
room and greeted us in a warm fashion .
"Pretty friendly for a bureaucrat," I
thought.
I continued to feel nervous at the start
of my presentation , and I th ink it may
have showed , but I began to relax as we
got talking. Dr. Byrd surprised me by
asking questions at the beg inning and
during the course of my presentation.
He was actually listening attentively,
summoning up the information and trying to clarify it in the heat of the moment.
I was sure that he was quite interested
in what I was saying . But after listening
to the overview of the SUPR proposal ,
and after giving us a strong commendation, he added the usual " but. "
" I like the idea and the time that was
invested in this (the SUPR proposal) ,
BUT I can't endorse yours or any other
single model," he said. "I prefer something that's generic to something that
has a name brand."
That statement set the tone for the rest
of the meeting. Dr. Byrd added that he
was open to all suggestions about improving the Chicago schools , and that
one way "does n't have to be the only
way."
Whenever we pushed him t o try to put
at least a little bit of support behind our
model so that students can get more
support to org anize and cooperate
throughout the c ity, he reminded us that
he wasn't in a position to endorse.
Q. What's Involved In your training to be
college peer counselors?

Kimberly McClendon
Sophomore
Near North Magnet

I've learned how to fill out financ ial aid
forms including the forms for getting
loans from the banks. I'm learning how
to teach other students to fill out these
forms.
All students should be prepared to do
this because even if your parents have
money set aside for your college expenses , something might happen and
the money will not be there and your
future plans will be pushed back.
It's been hard getting students interested in our school because they're so
busy, but I'm going to bring my training
back to them and try t o get things going .
Rich Mohr
Junior
Kelvyn Park

We learn how to fill out financial aid
applications and how to determine the
amount of money a student can get.
Representatives from different colleges
are explaining the difficult areas to us.
And they teach us how to explain it to
other students.
The high school counselors can't do
everything. Sometimes when the counselor talks, kids don't always listen. So if
kids talk to other kids , they migh t listen.
I'm really in terested because I realize
how little I knew about college admissions before I started this train ing. Now I
think I know enough to help others.
Q. Why did you decide to join this Col-

lege Corps?

Carlos Ochoa
Senior
Amundsen

I want to help students who are afraid
to go to their counselors. Some say, " My
counselor never has time for me." I'm
saying, " I'm here in case you need me or
in case you're unable to reac h a counselor. I'll be the middle-man between you
and your counselor."
1 can see that I'm not the only student
that's interested in this . We're like a tamily coming together every Saturday to
learn something together.

We also discussed how the existing
district student councils are going. 1 am
from the South District, and we weren 't
even cal led together for a meeting until
January, 1987-six months beh ind the
other two districts. The two students
who attend the North District meetings
told Dr. Byrd that they wou ld like to see
students be more actively involved in
planning and participating in the meetings; instead they seem to do a lot of
listening to adult presentations. We also
expressed disappointment that ideas discussed in the meetings are not followed
through w ith action in each school.
We weren't the only ones disappointed
with the district councils. Dr. Byrd also
seemed troubled after hearing our reports. " I am concerned that what is
going on in these councils doesn't seem
to be meaningful to students. We need to
identify the deficiencies and work on
them," he said.
Although we were disappointed that
Dr. Byrd didn't take a definite stand on
our proposal , we were hopeful of some
of the ideas that came out of the meeting. His suggestion of setting up a few
pilot schoo ls to try our SUPR model was
definitely encourag ing. The possibilit~'
of our working to improve the district
councils is keep ing us optimistic.
Dr. Byrd did direct us to work through
the office of Jack Mitchell, the Field
Superintendent of High Schools and to
present the SUPR proposal to Theodore
Wright in the Field Superintendent's office. " He is the person who can make it
go," Dr. Byrd said .
We hope the meetir:lg with Dr. Byrd
was a major stepping stone for students
to gain a new partnersh ip with each
other and with teachers and adm inistrators. I hope the best is yet to come!

Norka Roja
Senior
Clemente

I want to help the counselor out because she has a lot of work to do.
Seniors really need the help that I've
been getting in these trarning sessions.
A senior will be lost without knowing
how to fill out these FA forms.
This is my last year in high school , but
I can pass on my knowledge to underclassmen so that they can continue this
program next year.

Valerie Stuart
Junior Steinmetz

I want to teach other students in my
school what I have learned. I want to
help them ask questions and to get the
information they need to continue their
appl ication process.
The counselors don 't have enough
time; they give out general information .
But I have the time to offer more detailed
information.
I want to have a College Club so that
we can publicize college fairs and distribute SAT forms and display the college brochures.
I would like to help my fellow students
as much as I'm being helped .
Q. How are you going to make the College Corps work In your achool?

Rebecca Reuter
Junior Sullivan

Our student counci l sponsor has volunteered to help set up a college club
with us. All meetings are intertwined
with the student council.
We've already had a meeting with interested students, and in the future meetrngs I will train the students in workshops. We decided we wrll probably
meet in the social room or in the lunch
room during the lunch periods to help
other students.
I want it to work because I feel there
aren 't enough students gorng to college.
I want to show students that putting
together their financra l aid package isn't
a monstrous thing. That you have to
plan out college if you really want the
best possible future for yourself
IE:II
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I ooinion
It is the opinion of the New
Expression staff, who attend high
schools from all over the city, that
the dream picture on this page
represents the perfect "Young
Adult Section" for the new downtown library. The new library will
be built on State Street between
Van Buren and Congress.
This "Young Adult Seeton" is not
just a dream out of reach . When
members of the New Expression
editorial staff met with Thomas
Welch, one of the architects who
worked on the earlier plan for a
library in the Goldblatt building,
Welch assured us that our dreams
were architecturally sound.
And that's not all. Deborah
Mason, the chairperson of a new
committee in the library system
called the Committee For Young
Adult Services, said that our ideas
were very useful and original ones.
Ideas that could actually become a
reality.
We think that most of the things
that teens want in a library are met
in this dream plan. This new section would make the library a place
where teens could feel comfortable. In order to create this comfortable atmosphere, volunteer teens
could work there, helping other
teens to locate books that they
need or helping them use computer software. The point is that this
special Young Adult Section would
make students feel more welcomed
if it is partly managed by other
students.
It's obvious that a greater percentage of teenagers use the
downtown libraries than do children or pre-teens. Yet there were no
plans for a Young Adult Section in
the "Goldblatt's" plan, accordmg to
Welch, even though there were
plans for a spec1al children's
section.
If children's needs can be met,
why can't h1gh school students'
needs be met?
The city has not yet chosen an
architect for the new library buildIng . There's time to covince the
Library Board that a Young Adult
Sect1on should be included in the
new architectural plan. It could be
des1gned with teens 1n mmd, especially if the architect and the
Library Board would allow a teen
advisory board to assist the architect m designmg the section.
Support from teens IS needed
now to make the L1brary Board
listen to our dream. To demonstrate your support, cut out our
proposal below, glue it to a sheet of
paper, or just write it on a sheet of
paper, and have supporters sign it.
(Supporters should list their name
and address.) Then mail the petition or drop it off at New Expression, 207 S. Wabash, Chicago, IL.,
60604.
The t1me IS nght to make ourselves heard. If we can do th1s
now, the library can be an enjoyable place for us and teens in the
future.
Pet1t1on
VVe propose that a special Young
Adult section be in cluded in the
design of the new library to fit the
needs of high school students.
Furthermore, we propose that, In
order to insure its success In rei atmg to the1r needs, a teen advisory
· ·
d
b oardb e mst1tute
to presen 1 a
·
1 t
· · h d 1
f
umque Y een VIew m t e es gn 0
~ sect 1on .

11J1

Our dream plans for young adult section
1. Greenhouse: this is a relaxing
area where teens could read , discuss materials, or just feel free to
talk without being told to shut up.
2. Discussion room: many teenaged groups have no place to meet
outside of school. They usually
don't have enough money to rent a
conference room . A conference
room that could be specially
reserved for teen groups, on a reservation basis, would fill an important need.
3. Computers: possibly 25 or 30
terminals. Some could be available
for word processing on a rental
basis, wh1le others could be used

Letters
Remove Teen Labels
Your art1cle, "Teens In Headlmes", was
very good It's good to know that other
teens besides me feel that it IS not fair
that teens are labeled in the press as
"delinquen ts " Some teens have some
problems, but not all
Teens are not responsible for all of the
cnmes m Ch1cago. Maybe 1f we had
more thmgs to occupy our time w1th, we
would not hang out on the street There
should be more recreat1onal centers
where we can be involved in sports, meet
new people, and help others
George Kiddy
In your November/ December edition,
I was very pleased by the article "Press
labels teens as delinquents." The fact
that the media does this IS a very serious
1ssue that should have been brought up
a long lime ago.
I agree that most newspapers and
other press make teenagers look like
cnmmals and drug users They do not
look at what the good teenagers do, but
only at the cnmes some of them comm1t
Lydia Hlbchuk

Differing VIews on Weapons
Law
I have read the article on the weapons
law My opinion m the matter is that 1f a
teen has a weapon , that person should
be tried
d
Th
as an a u 11
ere 1s no good
reason for having a weapon Wh ether it
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with programs on math, writing,
sex education or college entrance
exam preparation. These programs allow students to be tutored
at their own rate.
4. VCR-vlewlng center: this. and
other audio-visual facilities, such
as record players, would be available for leisure viewing and for the
study of literature, music, science
or history. The room would have a
movie and record collection that is
specially suited to teens.
5. The best of teen achievement:
space set aside to exhibit teen
accomplishments: science projects, posters, photography, poetry,

-

clothing design, etc.
6. Student Aides: the presence of
easily identified student volunteers
who would help other students find
what they need. They would be
recognized as knowledgable and
experienced in using the library's
resources, yet equal with the other
teens who come to use it.
7. A special collection of references: books and periodicals that are
helpful in high school research
projects and assignment work.
With education cut-backs it's
harder and harder to find these
books in high school libraries.

-

1s to 1m press someone or to f1ght someone, I think it IS stupid.
If 11 is all right to carry a weapon, then
everyone would carry one What could
anyone gain by that? I would definitely
try them as adults.

for college. I'd like to see more articles in
New Expression like this with information that I can use.
Toar Falny

Donna Smart
Your art1cle on weapons Informed me
about that law that was recently passed
that leaves a cnmmal record on teenagers carry1ng a weapon on school grounds
regarless of their mtent1ons. I agree that
this law IS outrageously severe.
I think that there should be a less
severe law to replace this one. I'm glad
that you decided to write this article
because teenagers should be aware of
this law.
Nadia Castro
I agree strongly with the opinion of
your editorial staff about ending the
Safe Schools Act. I thmk that it is unJust
and unfair to jump to conclusions for
bemg caought With any weapon , mcludmg mace, on school grounds If someone does get caug ht, I thmk that their
case should be carefully looked at and
judged fa1rly before the Safe Schools
Act is used against him or her
Edwin Quinto

How To Save Money
I was particularly interested m the
art1cle "College Credit" because It
helped me to understand more about the
A P. classes and how they save money

Are you interested in becoming a reporter or reviewer for New Expression?
Then be sure to attend the All-City meeting on Wednesday, March 4 at 4:00. New
Expression is located at 207 S.Wabash
on the 8th floor.
If you are unable to attend but are still
interested in JOining the staff, contact
Stephanie Walters at 663-0543

Get involved
with
New Expression
Letters should be addressed to the
Editorial Director. Jack Stoller, New Expression, 207 S Wabash, Ch1cago, 60604.
Please sign letters and include home
phone number Please keep letters brief.

Have you ever wondered ...

~Should

a p_o or algebra
tudent try to be an
a ceo Un tan t?

Shouldastudent withalgebraproblems
plan on becoming an accountant?

By Etol Garrison and Delicia Dunham
Once there was a girl named Gilda
who dreamed of becoming an accountant. In school, she began to have problems in her algebra class. She was told
that accounting involves advanced math
problems. So, after she graduated, she
•enrolled in a business school and became a secretary, which she never liked
being.

Poor Gildai'she had been told a myth
about accounting. She should have read
New Expression to get the real story.
That's what this page is all about-the
real story about careers.

If you p lan on becoming an acco untant, don't let your algebra grades get
you down. Accounting deals mostly
with basic mathematics such as add ition, subtraction, division and multiplication.
Algebra and trigonometry are not basic
to accounting , according to an accountant for Accred ited Assistance. But,
students planning on an accounting
career should have an interest in
mathematics.
Good reading and writing skills are
also neccessary for an accountant, and
a course in law could also come in
handy.

If a person wants to become an architect
does he have to know how to draw?

According to Thomas Welch an arch itect at Holabird and Root, "A lack of
artistic ability should not hinder a student from becoming an arch itect. Because drawing is an important element
in architecture, many colleges and high
schools have drafting classes that teach
students how to draw accura~ly."
"After college a student shou~ be able
to interpret their clients' ideas into three
dimensional drawings," Welch said. Interested students should also have innovative ideas and be willing to learn
new techniques. There are now computers that can be programmed to draw
architectectual plans.

Can a person who has trouble with English grammar be a journalist or a writer?
If you are truly interested in journalism, don't let your English grades discourage you. According to Jim Quinlan,
a writer for the Sun-Times, " If a student
wasn't ready to receive Engl ish train ing
in high school but becomes excited
about journalism , he or she can still succeed as a writer. If the motivation is
there, the student can learn the skills
1 required for journalism."
"One of the most important qualities
that a student can have in j ournal ism is
enthusiasm and interest in the newspaper itself. My be::;t reporters were
people who never went to college. They
were motivated and interested in journalism," Qunilan said .
Of course, those students who master
grammar now are going to avoid a lot of
frustration when their editors complain
about the errors in their copy.

EamYour
Associate Degree In
FINANCE
ancl CREDIT
The Bokor Company, on AI•• lean ExpreM
C.l. . .lf, 1n cooperation with Ch1cogo C•ty·Wode

College wonts you to go1n entry 1nto the rop1dly gr6wong
Finone~ol Serv1ces Industry 1n Ch1cogo. The fortunate
students selected for th1s program will partic1pate 1n
academic stud1es as well us on -the-,ob · tra1mng throuah
p01d internships. Orientation : March 11, at 3 :30PM
Call782-8 737 for more informat ion.
CHICAGO ACADEMY OF FI NANCE
35 East Wacker Drive Suite 2290
Chica go, Illinois 60601
Cartoons by Yoon Kim

Win a Full 4-Year College Scholarship
on an All-Expense Paid Trip to

PREPARE FOR YOUR MOST
IMPORTANT CAREER--- LIFE!

The National Finals
by entering

Get your A.C:.C

FEl.ICIAN COLLEGE OFFERS

togethe~

• Quality education at an affordable cost
• Accredited degree programs
• Day and evening classes
• c;.onveniently located campus

Before the AC.t. get ready
with the besa- Scanley H.
Kaplan . ~ teach test-taXing
techniques. review subject
material, inspire oon6dence. So
do what smart test-takers do.
Think Kaplan before you ACI

!KAPLAN
STANllY H I( AI'\ AN fOUCArlONAI. CJNT111Jtl.

OONT COMPETE wrrn
A KAPl.AN snJDENT-BE ONE

NEW COURSE-NEW LOW
PRICE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CHI CAGO/ NORTH
DOWNTOWN CHICAGO
HIGHLAND PARK
LA GRANGE CENTER

TO QUALIFY YOU MUST:
•
•
•
•

be male or female 14-17 yra. old by July, 1987
have a 2.5 or above grade point average
be talented
apply and register In person with a parent

YOU could be the next Ms. or Mr. Black Teenage World!!

First 25
Appl icantsGuaranteed Acceptance in Prog ram!! JUST CALL (31
239-3895 OR MAIL IN COUPON BY MARCH 21,1987

Name
__________________
-------------------------

FELICIAN COLLEGE
. . . A d istincrtve. two-year Catholic College, w ith a tradition
of excellence and a ::oncern fc ; yo ur future.

437~

764-5151
346-9346
433- 7410
352-5840

The 1987 Black Teen World of IL Scholarship
Program and Pageant

FOR INFORMATION, CALL 539-1919
3800 WEST PETERSON AVENUE • CHICAGO, ll60659

Age ____________________

Addr~s---------------1School
d]~A.--

1 Parent/Guardian name _ _ __
MAIL TO : Touc h-A -Teen Fou n dation, Inc.
1
2138 E. 75th Street
I
P.O . BOX 841

I

._----------------------..IL-----------------_9~i::£?~!:;_~~~
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Have you ever wondered...

.

Can a near-sighted person join
the police for~~?
Can a near-sighted person apply for the
police force or as an airline pilot?
If you have a vision problem that isn't
serious and that can be corrected, you
can apply for both the police force or
become an airline pilot.
According to Bill Sreiber of Aviation
Professionals, "If your vision isn't perfect it should be able to be corrected to
20/20." Pilots are also given flight physicals in which their overall general health
is tested . "Students who want to be
pilots sho uld also be interested in math
and science," Shreiber said.

Can a person with a quick temper become a bus driver?
Losing your temper as a public transportation worker may lose you your job.
If you're quick to argue with people,
don 't plan on becoming a bus driver.
Accord ing to John Wilcox, an employee
of Art's Transportation, "All drivers must
be able to get along with others if they
plan on wo rking here for any length of
time."
The only training requirement for becoming a sc hoo l bus driver is a class C
license.
Nora Mitchner, a spokesperson for the
CTA, mentioned other requirements. "An
applicant must have a high school diploma, be over 21 years of age and have
had at least two years of driving expenence," she said. The app licant must
also pass a written exam for the CTA

The Premier College
For Great Career
Opportunities In The
Arts, Media And
Communications

Columbia College offers
degree programs or
specialized study in:
• Television
• rllrn and V1deo
• Photography
• Rt1d10
• Sound Lngmecring
• )ournt~llsrn
• Public Relauons
• t\dVCrtiSing
• ArL<;, Lntertainrnem &
Med1a Management
• Lngllsh
• Theater
• MUSit
• Dance
• l111e Arts
• lntcnor Dec;tgn
• Graphtc Arts
• Advcn tstng An
• IICuon. Wnung and
• Sucncc Cornmuntca
uons c1nd Tcchnologv
,,
'J

Columbia can provide you
with:
• lmernsh1ps
• Small classes

And all or this IS located tnlhC
hub ol creati\ltv-the ctL\ of
Chtcago-\\'here \'ou wtlt'
rnake\·our con LdCL~ t~nd find
\'OUr jOb dllCI
you graduate.
For tnformi.ltton.
wrne or call:

• lldnds on expcrieme
• Stall' of the an equtpment
• Mornmg, altcrnoon. and
eventng tbsses
• ProfessiOilcll qualtty studios
ctnd faultlies

• 1\ dedltillcd facult \

Art by Yoon Kim

Can a person who doesn 't have- a trim
figure be accepted for training as a flight
attendant?
As long as a person has a nice, neat
appearance s/he can be accepted as a
flight attendant. According to a spokesperson for the Airline Employees Association there used to be a problem over
whether a flight attendant could lose her
job if she did not maintan a trim figure.
However, unions no longer allow companies to hire or fire flight attendants on
that basis.
United Airl ines Education and Training Center accepts woman and men
between the heights of 5'2 and 6 feet
whose wetght IS in proportion to their
height. A high school diploma and two
years of college or equivalent experience is required.

Columbta College Chttago
bOO South Mlthigan Ave.
Chtt tlgo. ll 60605 1996
3 12 663 · 1600

or

wor"tng prL)Iesstonals
• An cJCllve tilleer plc~nntng
and plclcemerll ofllce wnh
record breakutg plt~tem~nt
SlclllSlltS
• Up front wmprl'hl·nsl\'l'
filltlllUdl tiSSISlcllllL'
lt'lumh~<tlollt·~~· .tdmtts studt•nts wutwutrt')\Jid ''' r.tt c t•'lor, st'\, rcli~wn. phvst(al handtcap, age and nJllonal M~thntcongin .
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Have you ever wondered ...

Will 'C's' in chemistry end an
aspiring doctor's career?
There are many jobs in the medical
field that don't require the use of a needle. According to Dr. John Gibson, Vice
President at the Illinois Medical Training
Center, these positions include dental
assistants, medical assistants, medical
secretaries, EKG technicians and nursing assistants.
"Students can overcome their fear of
needles," Gibson said. " Usually students are afraid of receiving an injection
not giving one." One position that con-

Can a person who weighs under 120
pounds drive a semi-truck?

students' appearances before teach ing
them to style other people's hair. According to a spokesperson for Wilfred Beauty
Academy, " There's always time for improvement of personal grooming. Interested students should have an open
mind and be willing to learn."

Size doesn't affect driving ability.
Because of power steering, weight isn't
a factor in truck driving. According to
Douglas Finneram, an instructor at Train
Co Driving School, the most important
requirement is dedication to learn. " In
our classes there are students large and
small. Women are in several of our
classes. I've found that many of these
women are more careful and dedicated
to their driving than some of the men
are, " Finneram said.

Can a person who is not good in art class
be a fashion designer?
You don't have to be an artist to design
clothing. According to Jennifer Arneson, Assistant Dean at the International
Academy of Merchandising Design, the
important talent is to have creative and
innovative ideas in clothing . "The
Academy teaches students how to
sketch and drape clothing ," she said.
Because most presentations are done
by sketching , students of design should
try to develop their drawing skill.

Do those who want to become beauticians have keep their own hair perfectly
styled?
Since beauticians need to attract customers, it would be to their advantage to
have attractive hair styles. Many beauty
schools take time to re-create their own
Art by Yoon Kim

Can a person with poor grades in chemistry enter the medical field?
If you're thinking about becoming a
doctor, you'll have to face the chemistry
grade sooner or later. You'll need a "B"
average in college in order to get into
medical school according to Dr. Daniel
Burr of Stritch Medical School.
More and more biology classes involve chemistry, too, so that means students and nurses are bound to face a lot
of chemistry problems.

Can a person who is afraid of needles
enter the medical profession?

MacCormac's courses train you for immediate placement in
important high-paying career positions.
• ACCOUNTANCY
• BUSINESS
MANAGEMEN'T

2

• PROFESSIONAL
SECRETARIAL
• TOURISM

YEAA
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MANAG EMENT

I'OOGR.I.KS

• LEGALASSISTANT
• LEGAL SECRETARIAl
• COURT REPORTING

ART
PROGRAMS

1

• ltrrERIOR DESIGN
• CO,.~RCIAL ART
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PROGRAJ.IS
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' Art by Yoon Kim
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• EXEC UTIVE

SECRET ARIAL

o TRAVEL AGENCY

• WORD

PROCESSING
SPECIALIST

Transfers Welcome

DOWNTOWN
SUBURBAN
327 S.laSalle
615 N. West Ave.
CHICAGO 60604 ElMHURST 60126
922-1884
941-1200
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stantly involves the use of a needle is a
phlebotomist, the special ists that conducts blood tests.

• In thisjob,
itS notevery man
JiJrbinise/£
(/?
Instead, it'~ what every man can do for the other. Be it a little
encouragement. Apush somewhere along the way. Ahand
here. Afavor there. That's what being a Marine is
all about. Being part of the team. Part of the elite.
If you'd like to join in, contact your local recruiter.

STUDY IN DOWNTOWN CHICAGO
Some colleges say they prepare you for the real
world. At Roosevelt University, you're in it.
Roosevelt is located in downtown Chicago, near
the Art Institute, Board of Trade, Chicago
Symphony, and world-renowned retail stores.
A private, non-sectarian university, Roosevelt
offers serious students the advantages they need to
succeed: small classes, personal attention , rich
academic programs and an outstanding faculty .
We offer 75 majors and preprofessional programs leading to a bachelor's degree with exceptional programs in liberal arts, business, music and
education. Call 341-2000 and ask for a free class
schedule, or visit us at

Roosevelt University
430 S. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, n. 60605

Experience Excellence
Study Nursing or Medical Technology
at Rush University
• lower than average sludent to
•nstructor ra110 dunng chn1cal and
laboralory courses

• earn a B.S w1th a nurs1ng or
med1cal lechnology maJOr 1f you
have at leasl two years of
sc1en11hC and liberal arts foundation
• oulstandmg clin1cal and laboratory
fac11it1es

• mslructors are mvolved as
pract1t1oners and teachers

Make the move Now!
Applications be1ng accepted for the Fall of 1987
Rush University, the academic component of Rush-PresbyterianSt. Luke's Medical Center is a leader in health care.

.
ATTENTION! The Marine Reserves are now looking
for young men to train as aerial navigators. You must
be at least 17, a high school graduate, and meet high
mental, moral, and physical qualifications.
Call 1-800-223-USMC.

~~~~·,,~

.....

Rush-Presbytenan -St. Luke's Med1cal Center
119 Schweppe-Sprague Hall
1743 W. Hamson Street • Ch1cago, IL, 60612
312-942-5099

Name _ __
Address _

City_

_

_

----------

_ _ _ __

_ __

_ _ Slate

Nurs• ng~--,----

Med•cal Technology

fcheck one)
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Prom Guide to Teen Bands and DJ's

From punk to house, drummers and
By Ethan Stoller and Dave Ratz low
What would a prom be without
good music? And since prom committees are now busy trying to choose
a OJ or band, the New Expression
entertainment staff offers this Consumer Guide to Chicago Teen Mustclans.

We understand that the list below Is
Incomplete, so we Invite DJ's and
bands to submit their names to us for
a review In a later Issue of New Expression. Mall a demo tape to Entertainment Editors, New Expression, 207 S.
Wabash, Chicago, IL 60604.

Bands
No More Wars
Manager: Dave "Buckie"
Phone: 889-8971
Experience: The band has been together for three years; they were recently engaged at The Gas Bar and
Batteries Not Included.
Style: Political punky rock similar in
style to Siouxie and the Banshees.
Type of Ensemble: Basic rock band;
female vocalist.
Fee: Negotiable with the manager.
Critique: The band performs dancible music without driving the listener
into an uncontrolable, mind-disturbing beat. The guitar sounds match
the mystic voice of the lead singer.
No More Wars perform thoughtful
music, but they still have fun playing.

thesizers and guitars to create a
smooth dance sound. Guitars, bass
and synthesizers alternate in the spotlight of their instrumental, " U Kan
Dance. " This band would be ideal for
prom or dance purposes. Their lively
style creates a sound that will not
only leave the patrons dancing, but
they will be happy doing it. They also
perform a nice blend of slow songs.

Group Galaxy
Manager: Sergio Escovedo
Phone: 522-4687
Experience: Tino Ojedo played with
Intimacy. This group has been together three years. Their first engagement was at The Old Place.
Style: Crowd pleasers; pop music,
ballads.
Type of Ensemble: Guitars, bass,
male vocalists and drums.
Fee: Downtown, $600 for 5 to 6 hours.
Critique: Group Gaxaly has released
a single, "Missing Love," soon to be in
the stores. The song by Sergio
Escovedo indicates good songwritlng talent. The rhythm is danceable
and the chorus is catchy. In fact, if
this band had more money to refine
its production in a studio, it would be
popular. The flipside of the record ,
another original written by Escovedo,
IS a ballad that would make for good
slow-dancing. The lyrics are sappy,
but at a dance, that doesn't matter.

Dave "Buclie"plays bass, Jim on drums for No More Wars.
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BUY-A-lUX
OPEN 7 DAYS

Near Loop

Near Evergreen Plaza

545 Roosevelt Rd.

9824 So. Western

NEAR CHERNIN SHOES

Chicago 243-5465

m

Parking Available
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423-7765

Kan
Manager: Larry Stamps
Phone: 227-2279
Experience: one year, some members have played with the Rise Band
and Razzle-Dazzle
Style: R&R , Gospel, Pop
Fee: $300- 500
CritH., ue. r<an uses a blend of syn-

DORA LA
COUTURE
•FASHION
CONSULTANT
•PROM
GOWNS
•CUSTOM
DESIGN
•SEWING
NSTRUCTION

Prom & Graduation Specials
at

The Dressmaker of
Beverly Hi II~
9506 South Vanderpoel Avenue

(3 blocks west of Ashlan

"We have everything you need! '
Beautiful, elegant dresses
(Custom-made especially for you-your choice/ any des1gn.
Bring m a picture and we'll make it for you.)

"Posh" Accessories
Handbags
Hats
Jewelry

Gloves
Garters
Shoes (dyed to match)

Tuxedo Rentals ...

Choose from Bill Blass, Pierre Cardm,
Dynasty, Raffinati, After Six, and many more
Bow Tie & Cummerbund (made-to-order)

AND OTHER
COUTURIER
SERVICES

8246 S. Kimbark
374-8863

Call for an appointment
233-5100 (24 hour answering service)
Store hours: Monday Friday, 12:00 6:00p.m .
Saturday, 1:00 -5: 00p.m.

Ask about our Early Bird Bonus
(oxplrea Man:h 111).

Oepoall Nqulred

Study halls ...

mixers keep 'em dancing

(continued from Page 3.)

Photo by Alex Chapiirro

Table Top Product ions
Manager: Gerard Hartman
Phone: 568-7 414
Experience: three years, engagements at La Mirage, McCormick,
Chateau.
Style: House
Fee: $25-$75 per hour
Critique: Table Top believes in playing real house music and not the routine commercial music. But they will
do their best to satisfy their clients.
The team of five DJ 's work well together and have a great sense of
climax-building. They get into a powerful groove and without letting up
they slowly add more texture to it.
Occasionally, one or more of the members brtng out a keyboard and beat
box to perform some original music. -

ESP
Manager: Larry Stamps
Phone: 277-2779
Experience: five years
Style: Pap, R&B
Fee: $300-$500
Critique: This band's music is another example of the slow ballads that
are ideal for slow dancers. The vocalist has an admirable range that could
rank on a level with today's stars of
soul. Despite this vocal performance,
the band is crippled by the use of an
electronic drum pattern instead of the
real thing . The music is heavily soulinfluenced. Their original music
ranges from the ballad to moderately
fast dance music.

College test drive
Seniors who are plann ing to visit colleges during the next few months can
find some assistance in a new books by
the College Board, Campus Visits and
College Interviews. Th is book offers
assistance to college-bound students
and their families in making well-planned
and effective visits to college classes.
The book costs $9.95 at book stores
throughout the city.
College Resource material helps make
decisions easler

James " Popeye" Price and
Garry "Scooter" Bass
Phone: 239-2917
Experience: five years professionally; engagements at the Beverly
House, Humingbird, Unity Cathoic
High School, Hyde Park Raquetball
Club and the Crystal Palace.
·
Style: House, prep and disco
Fee: $50-$100
Critique: Their style of music and
performance is up-to-date with the
lastest rhythm among teens. They 1
use two turntables and six Jensen
Satalite speakers. While spinning,
" Popeye" has been known to strip
down to his shorts, which are usually
Hawaiian or some type of wild pattern . Although audio problems seem
to follow them , they still manage to
satisfy their listeners.

DJ's
Pike Nelson
Phone: 477-6352
Experience: three years; engagements at The Sequel and Medusa's
Style: Progressive dance music
Fee: $10 per hour
Critique: Nelson has the talent and
ability to effectively mix house and
progressive music. He combines relatively unknown songs with dance
music favorites without milking them
to death. This OJ doesn't have his
own equipment, but he does have a
lot of records and talent that are sure
to entertain.

1419 West 79th Street
Ch1cago. ll hn01s 60620
783-7755
783-8517

MI
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fi ORSE DRAWN CA RRIAGES

735-9400

786-90 17

EARLY BIRD School Special

1 - 8• 10
2 - 5x7
4 - Wallets

Chicago Community Boating
Center, Inc.
1400 Water Street Blue Island

5 DIFFERENT POSES
with
2 CHANGES OF CLOTHES

Dress Appropriately
For Your Setting
PROM SPECIAL
Two-5 x 7
4-Wallet Size

$9.95

Call For Appointment
TODAY!

Bring This Ad for
A Free Picture

"The Use
of Lake Michigan
for Recreation"
For details, contact:

lnv~es Grad of '87 to
Get Your Graduation Pictures at a real deal

19.95

• " Choosing to Succeed," a free guide
to historically black colleges and universities, public and private, available
from : General Foods, " Choosing to
Succeed," P.O. Box 4702-B, Kankakee,
IL. 60902.
• "Applying for Financial Aid" helps
estimate the expenses of going to college. Free from: American College Testing Program Publ ications, P.O. Box 168,
Iowa City, Iowa 52243.
• " Student Guide: Five Federal Financial Aid Programs," is a free guide to
federal programs that help out financially. Available from the U.S. Departm~nt of Education, Student Guide, Dept.
J-8, Pueblo, Colo.

1st prize
for winning essay on

{/(}a cit & {/a PrrAyr

TEMLEY

YN8-Choosing the right college and
knowing how to pay for it are two of the
biggest anxieties students face when
applying to schools . These resources
may help you decide:
•Going Right On, a free yearly newspaper that assists students plann ing for
college, from: College Board, Student
Assistance Services, Code A, 45 Columbia Ave. New York, N.Y. 10018

GO
YACHTING!

PHOTO STUDIO

JOHNS

Wendell Huston

College prep
resources.

Brian Lester
Phone: 568-4472
Experience: five years professionally; played at Hotel Continental and
Whitney Young High School.
Style: House and various types of
dance music
Fee: Open
Critique: From beginning to end ,
Brian mixes healthy combinations of
house and popular dance music.
Naturally, the beat is a consistent one.
What makes the music good, though ,
is the varied styles of melody and
instrumentation. He uses dance mixes
of songs by groups such as Yaz and
Dead or Alive. These mainstream
dance artists mix well with the house
music. Prom audiences may get tired
from dancing to such fast music, but
that is to be expected from most
dance music.

Brian Lester 1pln1 hl1 mixes at the Hotel Continental.

" Seniors are signed out of study halls
here at Julian because they have too
many other things to attend to other
than study halls. I attended my first
period study for two days before getting
signed out," said Shawanda Waller, a
senior at Julian. "We learn a lot from
being in these activities," she added.
" Last period studies are too loose. 1
need a good environment to study, one
that's relaxed the way I study at home,"
said Eric Rogers, a senior at Roseland
Community High School.
" Having to be in a required study hall
is one reason I left my former school. "
Tina Sullivan, a sen ior at Carver, thinks
the system will return to normal once the
publicity dies down. " Eventually, when
things simmer down, schools w ill do the
same," she said.

371-3777

ATIENTION
PROM GOERS

Great
Scott
Fashions

step out of your world ...
and_into ours
on that SPECIAL NIGHT enjoy
a halfhour CARRJAGE RIDE
thru the gold coast
for further info & tickets please c&l:
C HI CAGO
CARRIA GE STANDS

8147 S. King Drive

994-5326

Specializing In

Proms
&
Weddings
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Blushing
Grapefruit
Marvin McAllister
Sittmg on the floor of a pollee stat1on
eatmg popcorn and crying once in a
wh1le wasn't what I'd had in mmd that
Saturday morning.
My friend Frank was too calm about
being arrested. He just sat relaxed with
his legs spread wide apart, his silver earring m his right ear stampmg him
"banger." His head was cocked slightedly upward, and h1s mouth was frozen
1n a sarcastic grin. I just wanted to bash
his clean head into the wall and break
th1s 1mage of h1s, but this was a police
stat1on
The cops had picked up another guy
from the El station along with the two of
us. Sittmg next to him was like lying
under a pile of wet pampers. He reeked
from his clothes, his hair and his breath.
This guy had gone up the wrong set of
stairs and jumped the turnstile. In the
car he kept mumbling that he was from
Milwaukee and didn't know it was illegal.
Frank and I weren 't as creative; we did
it on purpose.
I wanted to do it, but Frank didn't,
which I thought was strange. Frank
seemed so illegal. He was carrying a .38
caliber pistol with cartridges that he had
shown me earlier in the day. The gun lay
in his inside pocket, and with the moves
of an expert gunsman, he showed me
how to load the thing.
He said he carried it for protection
from gangs. Frank had recently been
banging with a gang, and I noticed the
changes in him.
We had gone downtown to see a very
bad karate flick, which we enjoyed because we were friends. After the movie
we ran to get the sticky mountains of
popcorn which we loved so much. We
got it at a gourmet popcorn shop. It was
probably Garret's, but there're so many,
who remembers.
No one was looking, I thought, and I
didn 't see the sense in paying for the
train ride. I grabbed the sides of the
turnsti le and hoisted myself over. Frank
followed . I felt like a criminal. I felt like I
thought Frank felt. I smiled and let loose
a few howls of criminal pleasure, but
Frank shrugged it off. I wanted to knock
him off the platform . We were already up
there.
The guy was, of course, a cop, so we
never saw his nice blue suit. We just
heard h1m use words co ps aren't supposed to use. Then we saw the plain
clothes and the badge.
We played along and looked scared; at
least I d1d He snapped the cuffs on me
at the cop car, and I begged a little, said
I'd never do 1t again. They took our popcorn and threw it in the frontseat! Frank
said nothing. Did he want to be arrested?
The cop car was parked on the street
where every concerned person could
peek in. The cop started writing his
report.
I'm not sure how the watermelon got
in my throat, but I was in the car, legs
twitching violently, eyes swelling and
waiting on the tears.
I thought I had wet my pants. The
smell shot through my nose and fell limp
at the back of my head. But it wasn't me.
It was the diaper from Milwaukee who
just showed up in the the car.
In between sobs in the cold car, I
noticed Frank looking out the window,
unaffected.
At the station, Frank's eyes searched
towards the ceiling . I foll owed them to
an eye chart on the top of the far wall. I
began to look at the chart ... E... f ... g . k ...
then at Frank and his coat...A. ..c ...d .. The
thought kicked me, "Will they search
us?"
New Expression FEBRUARY 1
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They gave us the popcorn back , and
the crying stopped instantly. Frank still
had the slight bulge in his coat. Did he
still have the gun? They hadn 't searched
us at the El station or before we got into
the car. A cop recognized Frank; he
remembered picking up Frank for curfew. I ate the rest of the popcorn not
tasting a kernel.
They still didn 't search us, but relief
waited until my mother walked into the
station, without an angry stare or a disappointed look. Relief was the, "Oh,
well " sm1le she flashed at me.
She walked over to the cop and picked
out her kid. But how could I belong to
this woman who forgave so easily?
Frank's parents could not be reached,
so he was released with me and the
woman with the " Oh, well " smile. The
lady asked a lot of questions, and I
thought, "Maybe she is my mother." But
she didn't wait for the answers which she

seemed to know weren't commg She
couldn 't be my mother
I had cried m the police car and at the
police stat1on, but I wouldn't cry in front
of this lady. I d idn't say a word unt1l
Frank got out of the car and disappeared
into his house, and then I spoke to the
woman .
"I know I'm bad, and it's okay 1f you
don't love me anymore." The words just
rolled out with no force or conviction
behind them.
The woman 's reply is somethmg I
don 't remember, and I'm not sure she did
reply. I'm sure that she sat a bag in my
lap and said it had a grapefruit in it. It
was yellow, but it blushed w1th sweetness. I peeled it methodically in silence.
and my head rose to the mirror behind
the sun shade. In it I saw the white outline of dried tears below my eyes and the
orange of my popcorn stained lips.
I peeled the grapefruit faster now and
ripped through the white underskin to
pinkness. T he taste of popcorn was
gone. I watched my orange lips turn
pink again. Reluctantly, I looked at my
mother and smiled.

Levi's Has
the Look

4P

Qualtty never goes o ut of style

About Young Ch1cago
Young Chrcago is the teen literary magazme of New Expression. Each month,
one or two short stories by Chicagoarea students are featured .
Young Chicago 1s always mterested in
reviewmg new manuscripts for publication . Do you have a story to tell? Do you
enjoy reading other writers' works and
offenng suggestions to the authors? If
so, join us for the f1rst 1987 staff meetmg
of "Young Ch icago," Wednesday, February 25, 3 :30 p.m.
Young Chtcago is made poss~ble by a
grant from the Illinois Arts Counc1l.

Editor: Enca Gnffin

Staff: Angela Dixon, Hyde Park; Scott
Spilky, Von Steuben; Amalia Stodolsky,
Young; Tracey Deutsch, Young; Rochelle Robinson , Young, Enn Martin,
Rich Central ; Mildred Williamson, Lane;
Marvin McAllister, Young ; Angela Harns,
Young; Lance Walker, Metro.

for Today's
Teens

You'll always feel great with Levi's

GET YOUR BEST DEALS ON LEVI'S®
JEANS, JACKETS, CORDS AND 501®
ConcordMen'sWear PRE-WASHED BLUE JEANS 37thofMadlaon
8249 S. Halsted Avenue
846-2981

Visit one of these stores and take advantage of our

Mon.-Thr., 9-6:30 p.m.

Frt. and Sat., 9-7 p.m.

SPECIALS

4033 W. Madison Avenue
722-3227
Mon.-Sat., 9:30-6 p.m.
Sunday 10-5 p.m.

Pants Box
Eastside Men's & Boy's
3544 ~- 118th Street

539-8707
Mon. and Frt., 10-9 p.m.
Saturday, 10-7 p.m.
Sunday, 11-5 p.m.

Ct>.,tu"( r:ash lon!l
1213 S. Halsted Avenue
226-7462
Mon.-Fri., 10-6 p.m.
Saturday 9-6 p.m.
Sunday 9- 5 p.m.

421 8 S. Archer AllenuP

847-3360
Mon. and Thr., 10-9 p.m.
Tues. and w.d., 10:30-7 p.m.
Frtday, 10:30-7 p.m.
Satur~, 9:~ p.m.

Entertainment

.

MOVIES

Mannequin
If you 've ever been in a store and
asked a mannequin for help (thinking
it was a salesperson) , ever admired a
mannequin's garb or even secretly
wished one would come to life, then
go see "Mannequin." If you've never
been in any of the above situations,
don't expect to have your sides split
by this film.
This attempt at comedy involves a
down-on-his-luck, no talent geek
named Jonathan (Andrew McCarthy)
·who can't keep dozens of jobs, such
as balloon salesman , hedge-cutter
and pizza-maker.
He finally lands a job as a mannequin-maker. But as a mannequin creator, he molds the perfect being,
Emmy (Kim Catrall), and then gets
fired again.

By a twist of fate, Jonathan gets a
job at a huge department store after
rescuing the owner from injury. After
starting out as stockboy, and then
becoming a window-dresser, his luck
changes when he becomes a night
watchman and is surprised and delighted that Emmy has come to life.
She helps Jonathan keep his job by
creating a window display for the
department store. But this display
causes competition , as the rivaJ store
competes to hire him. Meanwhile,
Jonathan and Emmy have fallen in
love and are being pursued by the
owner's hit men.
The romance between Jonathan
and Em my really works. They have an
electricity between them that looks
good on the screen . It's too bad that
the movie doesn't concentrate more
on the the romance. Instead, it focuses on the fight to get or keep Jonathan as a window artist.
Inevitably, this fight becomes one
big chase scene after another, and
tliat gets tiresome, especially since
most of the action occurs under the
two department stores. It would have
been more interesting if some scenes
with Emmy took place on the street,
to see her reactions and the reactions
of the people on the the street to this
incredibly beautiful and sexy woman .
McCarthy and Catrall's performances are about the only thing to look
forward to in this movie, besides the
very interesting opening scenes. The
chase scenes are " Mannequin's"
downfall.

Darrel Doss

From the 'Hip
This is . a case of a movie taking
itself too seriously. The movie is
billed as a comedy-drama, but the
format doesn't work- the humor and
the tragedy clash. The funny lines,
which may have been at home in a
slapstick film, just lower the effect of
the serious story the movie tries to
tell.
The film is concerned with the ups
and downs of the legal career of
young Robin " Stormy" Weathers
(Judd Nelson) . He aspires to be a
famous, crusading lawyer, but his
greed and ambition get in the way.
Judd Nelson wanted to get away
from his "brat-pack" image in this
film. This is the first of six films in
which he plays a character of his own

age, but he does not seem comfortable playing an older role; he's too
laid-back.
This casual attitude is strongly contrasted by John Hurt in his portrayal
of a frustrated , unstable Boston Univer~ity professor who is accused of
murder. His intense performance adds
more to the movie than any other
actor. He dominates every scene that
he's in.
The poor editing of the movie hurts.
Scenes either drag on or are abruptly
cut off. This problem. is exaggerated
by a weak screenplay and poor direction that ultimately make the film
unbelievable.
Although there are some good performances here, and a good concept,
the movie is just too weak to hold
itself up.

Les Callihan
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Husker Du

Husker Du
Warehouse: Songs and
Stories
If you like loud music, you'll love
the new album from Husker Du.
"Warehouse: Songs and Stories" is
the seventh album from the Minneapolis trio, and the music is as powerful as ever.
The album opens with " These Important Years," a song that includes
the biting gwtars of Bob Mould, the
trademark of Husker Du. Lyrically
Husker Du has shown growth. In
" You 're a Sold1er,'' Grant Hart writes
about the tendency of today's youth
to glorify war. "You 've got a fresh
scrubbed outlook on terror/ And a
khaki attitude."
Husker Du also shows some diversity 1n "She Floated Away." The melody and lyrics are folk-influenced ,
while electric guitars jangle in the
background.
But aside from "She Floated Away,"
the songs on this album sound very
much alike. All of them have the same
guitars and rhythm .
"Warehouse" is a two-record set. If
you enjoy the hardcore sound of
Husker Du, it's worth the extra money.

But if you're more interested in mellow music, this album is not for you .

Ethan Stoller

focuses on the type of music Lennon
grew up w1th as a teenager on Menlove Ave in Liverpool. The first s1de
goes through various rock & roll styles
which reflect Lennon's early Influences as listed in the liner notes.
"Angel Baby" is a tribute to docwop, and " Rock and Roll People"
captures the spirit of a couple of guys
doing a jam session.
John Lennon and co-producer Phil
Spector constructed basic rock & roll
songs the way that thf were performed in the fifties .
Side Two is a collection of live outtakes from the "Walls and Bridges "
album which haven't been re-mixed
for commercial release. These songs
are very striking in their simplicity;
they make the listener feel as if he
were in the studio with the ex-Beatles.
Because of Lennon's temporary
separation from Yoko when he wrote
this music, Lennon sings soulfully
and honestly about love, lost love and
hopes for reconciliation.
Most people wi II soon become tired
with the simple arrangements, but
Lennon fans will appreciate the history captured in "Menlove Ave." Although it isn't the best of his most
recent records, Lennon proves that
he still has something to offer with the
opening track, "Here We Go Again ."

Dave Ratzlow

New

Ex~ression

on Cable TV
Watch it!
Cable Tv
Student Voices, the teen-produced
cable TV shows produced by New Expression can now be seen on Channel19
on sets that are wired for cable television.
Here are dates and times for upcoming
shows:
Monday, Mar. 2 at 5:30 or Tuesday, Mar.
3 at 7 pm: What are the problems Chicago students face in getting good college counseling? What's being done to
correct these problems?
Monday, Mar. 16 at 5:30 or Tuesday,
Mar. 17 at 7 pm: Would education be
improved if students were allowed to
evaluate all of their teachers each year?
Monday, Mar. 31 at 5:30 or Tuesday,
Mar. 31 : Are students concerned about
the lack of communication with their
principals? Are principals trying to keep
in touch with students?

John Lennon
Menlove Ave.
I recently got the chance to listen to
a bootleg version of the Beatie's " Let
it Be," which contained songs never
heard by the general public. It was
one of the most exciting musical
moments I've had all year.
Part of the excitement was that
these songs have been kept a secret
for so long, and I was finally hearing
them . Another part was that they
were so surprisi ngly good. But most
of the excitement came from thinking
about the almost mythical legend of
the Beatles. These guys could pull
together a good song in their sleep,
then just forget about it.
John Lennon 's lastest posthumous
release consists solely of songs that
have been forgotten. They are definitely not his best works, but there's a
certain magic behind each of the
songs that makes them intriguing.
The album, compiled by Yoko Ono,
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photographers
Root Photographers is the official senior portrait and yearbook photographer for a great
many of the fine high schools in the Chicagoland area.

All Options
Save SS.OO on your Class Aing purchase during this limited offer
your choice of any or all options
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Umited Olfer-Bring this ad to our store
Diamonds and Diamond Top available at extra charge.

What does that mean to you?
It means those schools selected
ROOT because of
its excellence in senior portraiture
its 90 plus years of experience in schoo l photography
its fine portra1t quality and sen sible prices.

AMERICA'S CLASS RING.
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It

means-Creative senior portrait sittings with extra new and unique
poses FOR FREE

It_means-Being photographed by a ROOT senior portrait specialist wh
w1ll capture your true personality in a portrait that will be treasured as a
graduation memoir for many years.
1131 West Sheridan • Chicago • 761-5500
THE FINEST IN SCHOOL PORTRAITURE

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60601
OVERLOOKING THE STATE STREET MALL
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